ABSTRACT: One major technical barrier in working with both NIR and visible light on an optical microscope is obtaining their precise coalignment at the imaging plane position. Current techniques require complex setups and software. Photon upconverting particles (UCPs) can bridge this gap as they are excited by NIR light but emit in the visible range. Here, two different UCPs have been identified, high-efficiency micro540-UCPs and lower efficiency nano545-UCPs are compared, and it is found that the lower efficiency nano-UCPs were superior for precise coalignment of the NIR beam with the visible light path consistent with limited particle-to-particle energy transfer, superlinear power dependence for emission, and much smaller particle size.

Materials and Method
The set-up for one-step light path coalignment using UCPs is shown in Figure 1. Imaging was performed on a spinning disc confocal microscope, using a CCD camera for imaging in the visible range and an IR sensitive camera for NIR light.

Material Characterization
Characterization of both types of UCPs is shown in Figure 2. Micro540-UCPs were 2.1 ± 0.07 μm in diameter and EDS analysis showed composition consistent with a rare-earth doped Gd₂O₂S crystal. Nano545-UCPs were on average 27.22 ± 0.81 nm with composition consistent with a rare-earth doped NaYF₄ crystal (see Figure 2).
Modeling of Power Dep. and Broadening

Power dependence studies were performed on both types of UCPs. Fluorescence intensity at 525 ± 25 nm was quantified following 1470 nm laser excitation and plotted in a double-log plot (see Figure 3).

For micro-UCPs, the observed decay in the power dependence from $P^{0.88}$ to $P^{0.85}$ can be attributed to an efficient saturation of the intermediate energy states. In the case of nano-UCPs, the power dependence is greater with a decay from $P^{2.17}$ to $P^{1.92}$.

To quantify beam profiles, the laser profile was scaled by the power dependence and then convoluted with a broadening function whose characteristic width is defined as the “effective particle size” (EPS).

This analysis showed that the micro-UCP emission was best fitted using an EPS of 7.78 µm Nano-UCPs on the other hand showed less beam broadening. These UCPs were best fit by an EPS of 2.33 µm (see Figure 4).

The effective particle size distribution in both cases takes into account the transfer of excitation between particles (see Figure 3); thus, for the purpose of fitting the emission profiles, the particle size distribution is broader than the physical particle size distribution.

Practical Application

IR heating of yeast cells containing genes for heat shock element driven expression of Yellow FP is performed using either a traditional beam co-alignment system or co-alignment with nano-UCPs. Then, relative intensity of emission in the visible yellow channel is used to measure co-alignment. A statistically significant difference between co-alignment methods was found ($p = 0.0161$).

Conclusions

UCPs allow a one-step, one camera method to co-align an NIR laser with the specimen plane on a light microscope. Smaller, lower efficiency UCPs were shown to be superior to large more efficient particle based on a model representing an effective optical particle size.
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What has been your greatest challenge in research?
I feel that my greatest challenge is remaining objective and taking and remaining open to new points of view. It is easy to get excited about results or a model and lose track of inconsistencies or issues that could be fundamental to interpreting the data.

What advice would you give to your first-year self?
Work hard and remember that things will not happen overnight.

What excites you about next school year?
I will be taking my last few CENG courses and I will have a couple completely elective (i.e. just for units) courses to take, which should be fun and a good change of pace.

If you were a PI, what research would your lab focus on? And why?
If funding were no problem, I would focus on production of animal products via large scale bioreactors. This is an attractive idea because it aligns with my family's ideals and I believe it has the potential to be disruptive to the whole food supply industry.

What do you remember from Warren Writing?
I remember having to learn not just how to improve my own work, but also the value in helping others improve theirs, not only in terms of personal fulfillment but also for the benefit and advancement of one's own writing.

How do you keep your life in balance?
I like to exercise regularly and am an active member of several organization on campus. When time allows, I like to undertake small home projects and continually keep myself busy.

Is there anything you wish you could change or do differently from the time you entered college?
I think I am have gotten very lucky and a lot of the choices I made have panned out. I don't really believe in dwelling over past choices: hindsight is always 20-20. If there's one thing I would have liked to tell myself, it's that we had a hockey team (I did not find out until my second year).

What's the coolest research project project you've seen/ heard of, and where did you see it?
I am always excited to hear about Kristine Khieu's (BENG) research in the Hargens lab. As a kid, I wanted to be an astronaut, so it's super cool to hear about all physiological adaptations that the human body undergoes when exposed to conditions in space.
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